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Chastity and your children

?

Couple offers advice
on sharing teachings
Rob Cullivan/Catholic Courier

EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the seventh, and final, article in a series on
raising your children in the faith.
Sex is not a four-letter word. But if
you treat sex as if it is, your children
won't be able to.comprehend the
church's sexual teachings, according to Anrie Paluskiewicz, a former
sexuality educator.
Currently a home economics
teacher at Our Lady of Mercy High
School in Brighton, Paluskiewicz
served as the Diocese of Rochester's
associate director of youth ministry
for adolescent and parent sexuality
education from 1985-92. During an
interview in her Greece home,
Paluskiewicz emphasized the role
parents play in modeling a healthy
sexuality fpr children.
"Don't use crude, sexualized language," said Paluskiewicz, who is
raising two children with her husband, Deacon David Paluskiewicz of
St. Columba/St. Patrick Parish in
Caledonia. She urged Catholic parents to avoid using derisive terms or
nicknames for body organs, homosexuals and the sex act itself.
"If their kids are using (a crude
term), explain what it means and
redirect them," she said.
Her husband added that when parents talk to their children about sex,
they need to emphasize that the
church wants its members to see
each other as whole persons, not sex
objects. One way for fathers to model such a belief is to treat their wives
with gentleness and compassion, he

Karin von Voigtlander/Catholic Courier

said."The father's job is important because the son wants to be like the father, and the daughter wants to marry someone like the father," he said.
Gentle treatment also teaches boys
and girls to not accept, or inflict,
abuse later on in life, he said.
His wife also pointed out that research shows mothers profoundly
influence their children's decisions

to delay sex, and she urged parents

to help children preserve their natural innocence for as long as possible. For example, she said, parents
could emphasize group dates and
"good clean fun" for their teenage
offspring so that they aren't placed
in situations that can lead to having
sex at too young an age.
She added that spouses need to
model married love, and shouldn't
be afraid to kiss and hug in front of

their children, and tell each other
they love one another.
Paluskiewicz said as children
grow, they will have questions that
will need to be answe>ed about their
changing bodies and sex. Although I
she encouraged parents to answer
such questions verbally, she added
that Christian bookstores often
stock volumes on sexuality that a
parent can give a child if the parent
feels uncomfortable answering sexual questions.
Paluskiewicz noted that parents
also need to know where they stand i
on the church's sexuality teachings.
If they question some of them, parents can nonetheless give children
the chance to explore the teachings
for themselves by providing'them
copies of such documents as llumanae Vitae, Pope Paul VI's landmark 1U6H encyclical on married
love and procreation, which reinforced church teaching that the use
of artificial birth control is morally
wrong.
Paluskiewicz acknowledged that
in a sexually charged culture, it's difficult to sell adolescents on the value of abstinence. However, she
added, parents can stress many positive factors about chastity, including the fact that it keeps young people free from sexually transmitted
diseases and the temptation to have
abortions. Most importantly, she noted, chastity allows young people to
learn the true .meaning of sex. .
"The church believes it is the symbol of married love," Paluskiewicz
said.
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